Real Testimonials and Reviews from Current and Former GoDaddy Employees Regarding Workplace Conditions, Racism, and Their History and Treatment of Women.

"Don't let the ping pong tables fool you."
"Absolutely one of the most undefined, bigoted, manipulating, unrealistic companies to work for..

"Heavy politics."

"Complaints result in retaliation."

"We’re humans, not numbers."

"It honestly felt like we sold our souls."

"Actively discriminates..."

"Don’t let them fool you..

"Sold out to Wall Street investors who stripped all earning potential from employees and shifted most of the profits to the investor class."

"Psychologically damaging."

"This company is sinking fast."

"Smoke and Mirrors."

"Speaking in general terms, this is a company that is heavily in debt and lacks a cogent mission. Despite going public in 2015, the organization remains controlled by private equity and largely serves as a vehicle to extract value to enrich its venture capitalist shareholders and executives, rather than operating as an enterprise that legitimately seeks profit and market share."

"Shame on You!"

"Toxic company culture."

"This company broke me."

"Women are treated as a quota that the company needs to fill."

"Can you say Boiler Room?"

"Dysfunctional, stressful, fake, risky and unstructured."

"This company is horrendous."

"A really painful, stressful place."
"Do NOT work for GoDaddy."

"Job is sold as support, but it is all about the up-sell of inferior products."

"Willingness to 'fudge' or 'blur' the numbers.."

"Pretending to Be Great."

"Forced to up-sell products that are subpar."

"This is a company that touts a dynamic culture that celebrates diversity, inclusiveness, and respect for its employees. In reality, nothing could be further from the truth."

"No longer a company that cares about its employees."

"Focus is now completely on sales with little effort towards actual customer service."

"From the best job in 2012 to worst job."

"A sleazy sales center."

"From the best to the absolute worst."

"Gone public, greed is the only thing driving this place."

"Unethical sales tactics."

"Really wanted to believe GoDaddy was different."

"Treated everyone except their salaried employees as just a number."

"Run Away!"

"This employer was toxic to my marriage and killed me inside."

"They lied about training, they lied about the future of the company, and they lied about their intent to help customers."

"Too many senior engineers with zero capability."

"They force you to sell sell sell even when it's ethically and morally wrong."

"I've never felt more isolated in a job environment before."

"It was tougher as a woman, from the office I was in and my experience it was a real "dude's club"."

"Management flip-flopped so much and would deny making promises."
"Headed In The Wrong Direction."

"Upper management doesn't care about employees."

"Getting worse and worse."

"If you are a woman, I would advise you to look elsewhere for employment."

"I loved GoDaddy."

"Cons are literally everything. This place used to be amazing. It's constantly changing for the worse. They no longer care about their employees or their customers anymore."

"This job has made my depression so bad that I've had to start therapy."

"As a woman, it is a constant battle just to be taken seriously at GoDaddy."

"Management out of touch with day to day operations."

"Concerning Changes."

"Difficult to choose a career path as many departments would drastically be cut or moved around with little to no warning."

"There is a low professionalism standard there."

"Great idea of a culture but not allowed to experience it."

"The toxicity of the company is built to only sell things to customers without any valid training and quite often leave the customer base feeling used."

"Product roll out is a joke, quite often many products are setup so wrong and the vast majority have no clue how to support."

"The only thing that is measured at this company that matters is if you can hit the sell button."

"The pressure institutional investors and the original party members are placing for return is crippling, crushing, and harming."

"Security organization is stuck with a harden security mentality vs a soft security model. This leads to security strategies that rely on obscurity rather than a strategy that assumes eventuality of being compromised and having correct tools to recover and isolate a breach. IE rolling keys, temporal tokens, and short lived infrastructure via PaaS automation."

"Just look at the horrible and arrogant GoDaddy responses to negative reviews and you will see the words pride and culture repeatedly, given to them by consultants and used intentionally to blind the public from the truth."
"It's like working at a frat house. Managers are allowed to curse at you, call you names, and humiliate you in front of colleagues."

"To meet cost reductions for shareholder benefit GoDaddy looks for ways to fire their employees."

"Touted WOW experience as a benefit to employees, for a program that monitors all calls by surveillance teams in India trained to reduce shareholder exposure from employees discovering truths of operational issues."

"They try to control the narrative about bad news so they will tell you "good news" is coming. But this good news is usually cuts in commission, higher sales goals, less pay, more QA, and they expect you to be excited about it."

"Our product lineups compared to competitors is abysmal."

"Company views compiled languages as a second class citizen. Has really struggled to understand native mobile development, UI/UX, best practices, application scope, etc."

"After becoming public all decisions are made with shareholders in mind."

"You will be forced to be a pushy salesman, including lying to customers, and supervisors will be ok with it as long as you make the sale."

"How stressful is it? Let's just say that employee turnover is rampant. GoDaddy is always hiring because it is always losing employees to their greedy way of doing business. Stay away from GoDaddy..."

"Some of the women in leadership do not support, or empower other women, despite what they claim, in fact they will go out of their way to bring you down."

"They provide sewage."

"Training is awful and they now farm out a lot of their services overseas for cheaper less reliable work."

"Everyone is on drugs, office always smells like pot."

"HR has lied to me over and over. Telling me to email HR about my complaints is a joke. Don't bother. I will simply forward every email i have sent without a response."

"GoDaddy used to care about their employees however since they have gone public every dept is going downhill fast."

"It seems evident that all they care about is money now and the bottom line. Minimal care for quality, customers, or even employees."

"Ultimately the work environment became so unbearable that I had to leave. I cannot in good conscience recommend this company to prospective candidates. Racial and ethnic discrimination are also issues that go un-checked by HR, even when these problems are reported through the correct channels."